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One-Act Play makes school history

Inside this Issue:

By Jacquelyn Kerner
In April of 2009, Ms. Chumbley and the cast and crew of
the Over the River and
Through the Woods drove to
Commerce to compete in the
Regional One Act competition.
It was the first time in school
history that the theatre company advanced to this level.
The play to be performed
was chosen by Ms. Chumbley
for its message and appropriateness for the cast. However,
Ms. Chumbley did not cast the
play. She had the theatre director from Guyer cast the play
so her students could experience what it would be like
auditioning for someone other
than herself. The play was cast
with Michael Wolfe as Nick
Cristano, Zach Golden as
Frank Gianelli, Rachel Schermerhorn as Aida Gianelli,
Dane Sauceda as Nunzio Cristano, Alex Robinson as Emma
Cristano, and Julia Vickery as
Caitlin O‟Hare.
Once the play had been
cast, the members of the cast,
crew, and Ms. Chumbley rehearsed countless hours since
December, in hopes of making

it as far as possible in competition. They spent hours in and
out of rehearsal memorizing
lines, designing the set, practicing accents, watching movies
about family, and observing
elderly people to better get into
character.
At district, the AHS theatre
company earned the most District UIL points and advanced to
Area. Dane Sauceda, won the
Best Actor award. Michael
Wolfe, Julia Vickery, and Rachel
Schermerhorn won All Star Cast
awards, and Baylor Morgan
received the Outstanding Techie award. At Area, Dane
Sauceda once again took Best
Actor; Michael Wolfe and Rachel Schermerhorn won All Star
Cast, and Baylor Morgan was
awarded with Outstanding Techie.
From Area, the theatre group
advanced to Region. At Region,
Michael Wolfe won the All Star
Cast award for the third time,
and Dane Sauceda received
honorable mention for All Star
Cast. Although the cast did not
advance from region, they made
AHS history. Never before had

the Argyle theatre advanced
from Area to Region.
“Everyone was really surprised,” said Zach Golden
about the group advancing to
Region, “but I knew we were
going to advance; the play was
really good.” Alex Robinson
seemed to share Zach‟s positive attitude, for she “could tell
when [they] were hearing the
awards that we were going to
advance. We did our best.”
Ms. Chumbley said she is
proud of the dedication and
how far the kids went with the
play and the efforts they put
into practicing and performing.
It was a historical moment, and
it is very difficult to get as far
as they did in competition. Ms.
Chumbley believes the play
was so successful this year
because of the content of the
play itself combined with how
the cast really owned it and
made it theirs. She feels the
overall experience taught her,
the cast, and the crew “the
depth at which we have to
work, the sacrifices we must
make, and
the commitment it
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takes to do something like
this.”
As of now, the theatre does
not have any ideas for next
year‟s one act selection, but
Ms. Chumbley, along with this
year‟s cast, are going to decide on a show before school
is out for the summer. With
this year‟s success, next year
is filled with high hopes and
ambition for Ms. Chumbley‟s
theatre company.

By Michael Wolfe

Currently, the deficit is
about $722,000. The causes
of the budget troubles are
many and varied. The two
main sources of financial
difficulty are state funding
and enrollment.
In 2005, the state froze
funding for student attendance. This was before Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and
Ike. There have also been
significant spikes in oil and
utility costs, and the state
funding does not account for
these expenses.

Student enrollment has
not met with the district‟s
predictions. The new
intermediate school,
which has incurred a
fresh array of faculty,
staff, and utility costs,
was expected to bolster
enrollment by a large
amount. From last year,
the net enrollment has
increased by only eleven
students, which is far
below the district‟s projected increases. The
failing local housing market has been a factor in
the declining enrollment
increases.
An expected future
concern is the school‟s
bank account, or, more

specifically, the
interest rate.
When the school
locked in the
interest rate
about three
years ago, it was
fixed at 4.75%.
This brings in
roughly $300,000 in interest. Sometime next year,
the district must renegotiate
the interest rate, and it is
expected to decrease.
One of the major solutions the district is considering is limited open enrollment.
Open enrollment allows
students outside of the district to enroll in the school.
The students must
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Eavesdropping

District budget sinks to new lows
The declining economy is
hitting closer to home. The
school district‟s budget deficit is now greater than previous years.

6-8

apply, and then they are
each considered by the district. The only set requirement is that the students
must have a 95% attendance
rate and have no serious
disciplinary action like DAEP,
but not every student who
meets these requirements is
admitted. Some school districts that currently have this

Continued on page 6
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Summer Reading: A Necessary Evil
By Cat Clark
Summer reading: enough said,
right? Cue the collective groans
and sighs. It has been called
such things as tedious, stupid
and a waste of time, but has anyone thought about it being necessary?
Summer reading, while boring
and sometimes requires more
effort than students would like to
spend on school work during the
summer, is necessary. AP teachers have to try to sort out the kids
who really want to be in an
AP/Dual Credit class from those
who just want some “easy” college credit.
Summer reading doesn‟t have
to be that bad; most students wait
until the last minute to do the
reading. Students don‟t like it
because it is a stressful event,
but if students don‟t wait until
midnight the night before to start
the projects, then maybe it wouldn‟t be as stressful. Get it over
with, relax and have a good night
sleep before the first day of

school.
Some kids say that summer
reading is boring, but sophomore
Kristin Pullim said “As you get older
some of the books get better.” Also,
many teachers give students a
choice of what they can read, allowing for different interests and tastes.
For AP/Dual Credit English III,
Mrs. Fenter is requiring one book,
and students may choose between
Fast Food Nation by Eric Schlosser,
Nickel and Dimed by Barbara
Ehrenreich, and On Writing by
Stephen King. Mrs. Marx is giving
her upcoming seniors a choice between six or seven books, and they
have to read only two.
Some students are trying to get
out of it from every angle, saying
that the projects are too hard. Mrs.
Romero said, “I assign a project and
a presentation, both due the first
day of class.” Doesn‟t sound too
hard, does it? So you will never
have to deal with it after that day.

Teachers agree that summer
reading assignments are necessary. “It gives the students a head
start and it shows that the student
is committed,” Mrs. Marx said.
The project Mrs. Marx is giving is
an Alphabet Book. You have to
write a page about the subject in
the book that starts with the letter.
Now, this may sound hard, but
that‟s kind of the point. It prepares you for the upcoming class,
work load, and expectations.
If you think about it, there are
about ten weeks you have
off to do the summer project. During school, teachers often allow only one or
two weeks to finish a project, and that‟s with most of
your day being at school.
You have all day for ten
weeks to do this small
summer project. That gives
you approximately 1200
hours more to do the pro-

Student Sound
Off
If you could have any
What is your take on
superpower what would it summer reading?
be?
―I think some assignments
―The power Sylar has!‖
are too long; I think we
should be able to choose our
Aaron Kline (12)
―Invisibility.‖ Jon Clark (9) own book.‖ Luke Laird (11)
―Super Speed...wait I already have that...shape
shifting.‖
Connor Hughey (11)
―Easy...Kamehameha!‖
Troy Hirschhorn (10)

―If it‘s a book I like, then I
do it.‖ Madi Cvar (9)
―Nooooo!‖ Alyssa Scott(12)
―It weeds out who should
and shouldn‘t be in the
class.‖ Michael Kosarek (11)

Cartoon by David Johnson

What was the best
moment of this year?
―It ending.‖
Chris Evans (12)
―When they made the Spartan wall and wouldn‘t let
the middle schoolers in the
cafeteria.‖
Stephen Curry (12)
―I went to the moon.‖
Kaitlyn Mills (9)
―When Mrs. Simmons sang
to Shakira.‖
Meredith Wooley (11)

When in doubt, consult a TI-89.
Math and Physics are the only subjects
worth teaching.
Remember, the top ten highest paying
careers are in physics.
Many people will always be smarter
than you (unless you are Thomas
Quintana).
A good student does not anticipate the
end of the school year, but rather,
uses it as an opportunity to get
some real good extra work in before summer (which students
should not have off).

ject that probably takes a total
12 hours.
It is a choice to be in PreAP/AP/Dual classes, andsummer reading is such a big deal
then maybe that‟s a sign that
you aren‟t ready for the class.
These classes are preparing
you for college classes or they
are providing the opportunity for
college credit; they are supposed to take time and effort.
The lazy, hazy days of summer
are not so lazy anymore.

Photo By: Baylor Morgan
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Head to Head

DC by David Johnson

revamped a few of their characters for a
new decade, initiating the Silver Age of
comics. Marvel then began selling superhero comics once again, creating
their first lasting characters (the Fantastic Four). Once into the 1970‟s, DC
began creating comics with two distinct
groups of heroes, the „classic‟ hero and
the anti-hero. The first of these archetypes was the Green Lantern paired up
with Green Arrow, and the newer portrayal of Batman as a vigilante. Marvel
soon followed suit with characters like
Wolverine and The Punisher. Starting to
see a trend?

making them. Unfortunately though, for
the most part, they‟re not. Out of the 20
films, only 6 (The first two Spiderman
and X-Men movies, Iron Man, and The
Incredible Hulk) have garnered over
60% positive reviews from top critics.
Another point towards Marvel‟s blatant
disregard for quality is easy to find. All
but two of the 20 films produced in the
2000‟s has a video game based on it,
and with release dates made to coincide with the movie. Can you say easy
money? Oh, and wait! 14 of these
games had less than 50% positive
reviews from critics. So by taking advantage (or some might call it shrewd
The fact is, every step Marvel has
business) of the kids who see their
taken since its inception has mirrored
films, Marvel executives are able to
that of DC, like a child emulating the
DC Comics is the oldest and most
wring another couple million out of
actions of their parent. Only in the last
diverse publisher of comic books in the
American consumers by selling highly
ten to fifteen years has Marvel
entire world. DC produced both Superinferior products. Also, it‟s to be exbranched out, attempting to get out
man and Batman, the two most culturpected that a certain superhero or sefrom under the shadow that is DC‟s
ally iconic and recognizable superheries might be redone every few decades
legacy. What we face now is no differroes of the 20th century. In more recent
or so to update with time, such as the
ent from the child reaching teenage
years, DC‟s writers have brought the
two Batman series- one from the
years, rebelling, attempting to be differinspiration for the films Watchmen,
1980‟s, and the one from the 2000‟s,
ent.
Batman Begins, The Dark Knight, Suboth critically acclaimed, both well loved
And in that attempt, Marvel, especially by fans. However, Marvel has already
perman Returns, and V for Vendetta, all
in the last decade, has decidedly gone
based on celebrated graphic novels.
rebooted (that is- completely remade)
with a „quantity over quality‟ outlook on
DC Comics began in 1934 as Naseveral story arcs just since 2003. Hulk
tional Allied Productions, inventing both all their media, possibly due to the
and The Incredible Hulk. The Punisher.
the modern comic book, and the super- comic company being subsidized by
and Punisher: War Zone. Daredevil and
larger entertainment groups. But whathero, with Superman‟s appearance in
Elektra. Why? Because it makes more
June 1938 in Action Comics #1. Marvel ever the cause, Marvel is doing nothing money, that‟s why. And lastly, instead
but destroying what little is left of the
came into play soon afterward in 1939
of staying true to the comics and the
comic industry by mass-producing
as Timely Productions. This was the
content and storylines within, Marvel
works as quickly as possible. Since
Golden Age of comics, and it lasted
has toned these movies down, all in the
2000, Marvel has released over 20 live name of the almighty dollar. While the
through WWII. Immediately following
action titles, and already has 8 more
the war, the popularity of superheroes
subject matter in nearly every superdied down, and Marvel dropped all of its lined up to be completed in the next
hero/fantasy/sci-fi comic not specifically
three years. Now, this would not be
superhero publications, while DC kept
aimed at children would be considered
such a bad deal, if only all these movies an obvious R-rating as a movie, only 5
all Superman, Batman, and Wonderwoman issues going. In the 1950‟s, DC were worth the millions that were spent films ever produced by Marvel has been

rated R. Three were the Blade Trilogy.
Two were Punisher films. Marvel is
trying to appeal the moral senses of
America‟s parents, as they are the ones
funding kids and teens wallet.
Wow. That is all I can say to these
staggering statistics. With these kinds
of numbers, it‟s no wonder comic sales
are on a downslide. Marvel is doing
enough to ruin the comic industry for
everybody by churning out that type of
garbage. Yet, there‟s no doubt that
there is some satisfaction in sitting
down every once in a while and watching a mindless action flick, as Marvel is
becoming so proficient at producing. To
put it nicely, Marvel is the popcorn,
cheap and enjoyable until your mouth
dries up from all that salt, and you realize just how bland it really is, while DC
is the steak, that deep, juicy, savory cut
that you crave and can‟t get enough of.
With DC turning out great films like The
Dark Knight and Watchmen, profound
and thought provoking media that
makes the audience think not just while
in the theatre, but days and weeks
afterwards, one can only look on in
sadness at the wreck Marvel is making
of the entire industry.
DC has stayed true to fans and produced quality comics and movies since
the 1930‟s. It was the first, and still is
the best. DC‟s media has dealt with a
variety subjects and themes, with both
materials for mature/adult readers only,
and books that redefine the modern
superhero. Where Marvel bails out with
pocketbook in mind, DC keeps it real,
and that is why DC Comics will be my
choice every time.

Marvel by Kyle Wiseman
Marvel Comics originally started in
1939 and has since grown into the
Marvel Universe, the reigning king of
the comic book industry. Ever since the
Marvel Comics‟ first superheroes, the
Human Torch and Namor the SubMariner, they have continued to increase in number far surpassing the
superheroes of DC. Marvel not only has
superior superheroes, they are more
unique, rarely repeating themselves.
There may be a spider-girl and a shehulk, but in the Superman Series alone
there‟s Superwoman, Supergirl, Krypto
the superdog, Superman- earth 2,3,4,550, Ultraman (superman form an antimatter universe), red superman, blue
superman, superboy, superboy prime
(cyborg superboy), Bizzaro, Eradicator,
Hank Henshaw (cyborg superman), and
The Red Son (communist superman
donning the soviet union‟s symbol instead of the traditional S).
The characters are also more believable (assuming you believe in people
lifting cars and shooting fire from their
hands). Superman is indestructible, can
shoot lasers out of his eyes that cut
through solid steel, can hear a pin drop
from a thousand miles away, can lift
buildings, and can fly so fast around the
world that he turns back time... In fact
Superman‟s only real weakness is

kryptonite and Superman Prime is immune to its effect. Most of DC‟s stories
are pretty much the classic bad guy
introduced, bad guy attacks, superhero
swoops in, and the superhero saves the
day. The Marvel superheroes, however,
have characters that face problems that
the average citizen can relate to such
as love, loss, debt, and deaths. All
Marvel characters share a similar affliction loads of people in their stories
either don‟t like them, fear them, or hate
them which reveals the true nature of
people: to fear difference and go
against change. Spiderman gets harassed by the media and the police,
Bruce Banner (the Hulk) is on the run
from the government, the whole mutant
community is hated in X-men, and
everyone else loves Superman.

becomes a bit of a cliché. In Marvel
there is not a single one of their superhero that wears a cape and their proud
of it. DC‟s people also wear really bright
colors which to be honest isn‟t the
“coolest”.

For those of you who don‟t know the
comics we‟ll talk about the movies. In
the early years DC was the title holder
when it came to movies, with the superman and the batman movies (and wonder woman, but really who cares), as of
late however the only decent movies
DC has been able to put out was
Watchmen, V for Vendetta, Batman
Begins and Dark Knight. While Marvel
on the other hand has X-Men Origins: Wolverine, The Incredible Hulk,
Iron Man, Ghost Rider, X-Men: The
Last Stand, Spider-Man 2,The PunNow wardrobe plays an important part isher, X2, Daredevil, Spider-Man, and
of being a good superhero, I mean
X-Men. If that‟s not enough Marvel
would we really like superman as much already has Doctor Strange, Silver
as we do if he wore pink and white
Surfer, The First Avenger: Captain
tights with a heart symbol. There‟s a
America, Spiderman 4, X-Men Oridress code for DC comics‟ supers…
gins: Magneto, Nick Fury, Thor, and
CAPES! CAPES! CAPES! Although
Iron Man 2 are already in production,
most of their superheroes don‟t where
but DC only has The Green Lantern
capes it‟s the first thing you think of
and it‟s still in preproduction status.
when you think Superman or Batman.
The success of Marvel over DC is
Don‟t get me wrong I love to put on my
really due to a one Stanley Martin
cape and stand in front of a fan as
Lieber A.K.A Stan Lee. Never heard of
much as the next guy, but after awhile it him? Well if you‟ve ever seen a Marvel

made movie you‟ve seen him, in small
bits like the mailman on Fantastic Four,
Hugh Hefner on Iron Man, or one of
Jean Grey‟s childhood neighbors on Xmen 3. He is the reason comic book
fans rarely get mad at the authenticity
of the movies because as writer of
almost all the stories and executive
producer he keeps the storyline of the
movie and the comic books one and the
same.
Two immortal rivals standoff in an
epic battle, DC and Marvel, and at the
end of the day Marvel will always be
victorious.
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Upcoming competitions/events/meetings

THE

AHS Choir Club

UIL Academic Team
May 25, 26– State Meet at UT Austin

June 3– Performance at Graduation

BUZ

Z

May 28– Team banquet
National Art Honor Society
AHS Spotlight Players
|May 30– 7pm– Final performance of Over the River and
Through the Woods– Admission $5
June 1– 7pm– Thespian Induction

May 13– Workshop 3:30-4:30
May 15– Workshop 3:30-4:30
May 18– Workshop 3:30-4:30
May 22– Workshop 3:30-5:30

Xtreme Dance Team

TCU is offering several art camp opportunities. See Mrs. Kosla
for more information.

May 16- Bartonville Town Square Performance
May 21- Spring Show with Band
The 2009-2010 Xtreme Dance Team will be hosting a Stay Safe
for Summer Self Defense Training Class on May 29th in the
cafeteria gym. Tickets to attend will be on sale soon, for $10 a
person. Anyone and Everyone are welcome to attend! Students
this is a great way to provide Mom with a mother‘s day gift that
keeps on giving, a birthday present for a friend, or a going away
to college experience that is a must for every young woman.
Help keep yourself and your loved ones safe! Class will be
instructed by Crime Prevention Specialist, Officer Jeff Arrington. Officer Arrington is a certified professional in the following areas: Black Belt Shin Toshi, Gracie Jui Jitsu Instructor for
Law Enforcement, Law Enforcement Self Defense Instructor,
and Crossfit Certified Instructor.
We hope to see you there! Contact Mrs. Kniss, Mrs. Arrington,
or one of the Xtreme members for 2009-2010 to get your tickets
today!!

Recent Accomplishments
AHS UIL Academic Team
Class AAA Region II Champions

n
ht o ct
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Qualified 5 teams and a total of 12 students for the state meet

AHS Choir Club
Our vocal recital was a tremendous success.
A big THANK YOU to our kids for working so hard.

Xtreme Dance Team

National Art Honor Society

New 2009-2010 Team Members Are:

Michelle Newell received the third place art
award at ―Youth Art in the Square‖ on April
25 in Southlake.

High School: Christian Armstrong, Alex
Freeman, Morgan Morrison, Lindsay
Nelson, Sally Smith, Taylor Wakefield,
Victoria Whitaker, Destiny Emerson,
Skylar Webbe, Jordan Merka
Middle School: Kayte Butts, Rebecca
Cox, Kristen Diomede, Madison Gotthardt, Shannon Walters, Emily Young,
Tristan Curtis, Skylar Ferren, Karan
Muns, Katie Perritt, Callie Shelton, Ali
Pollard, Ariel Pollard

Several NAHS students assisted at the Children‘s Art Tent during the Arts and Jazz
Festival in Denton April 24-26.

CANDY BARS!!
On Sale Now!
See a choir club member
to purchase something
for your sweet tooth and
help support the choir.

You might find yourself asking, ―What is
Rotary Interact?‖ Rotary Interact is a
community service club that utilizes the
―Four Way Test‖ which is the Rotary
motto for making all life decisions
whether big or small.

Is it the TRUTH? 2.) Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3.) Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER
FRIENDSHIPS? 4.) Is it BENEFICIAL to all
concerned?
As an Interact Club we use this test as a
way to better understand the true benefits and outcomes each project might have. AHS Interact is
sponsored by the Denton South Rotary Club which
works closely with Rotary International. Our goal
as an Interact Club is to help better the community
in the best way possible.
AHS Interact is involved in Toys for
Tots, Food Frenzy Monthly Food Drive, the Third
Grade Dictionary Project and flag project. The
dictionary project started with the Denton South
Rotary Club wanting to provide every 3rd grader in
DISD a dictionary. This club gave out over 1600
dictionaries this school year. Several of the AHS
Interact students participated in distributing the
dictionaries. Also, AHS Interact independently
raised the money to fund purchasing dictionaries
for all third graders at Hilltop Elementary. Our
future goals for next year included continuing our
existing projects and taking a work trip to Nicaragua in the spring of 2010.
In our club, we strive to teach students
how to step up in their communities and become
effective leaders. Our club would love to add new
members. If you are interested in joining and participating in AHS Interact, please see any of our
active members: Liz Fyer, Lucas Laird, Brooke
Carter, Daniel Guerrero, Thomas Dagg, Alex Clark,
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Behind The Whistle:
Coach Coonrod brings excellence to field and classroom
By Dane Sauceda
In the 2008-09 school year Coach
Natalie Coonrod took the head coaching job
for the Argyle girls softball team. The school
received a new coach, the softball girls received a new role model, and Coach Coonrod received an opportunity to make a difference.
Spreading her wings as an eagle
at the beginning of this year, Coach Coonrod
transitioned from the Wiley Pirates. “I love
being; at Argyle kids are friendly and everyone is always willing to help everyone else.”
Coach Coonrod said.
Coach Coonrod takes separate,
but equally important, philosophies to both
her teaching in Content Mastery and her
coaching on the field. Her teaching philosophy expresses her obligation to help her
students reach their full potential; she wants
to help them realize that “the sky is the
limit.”
She prioritizes key principles of
life and attempts to impress these moral
values upon her students, teaching them to
be more well-rounded individuals. She
teaches the importance of character and
unification to her players and claims “many
coaches have tried to teach this concept,

but few are the groups of athletes who actually live it.
Each individual player is required
to have their teachers sign off on their
grades. If a player is failing then they are
prohibited from taking part in the game that
week. This concept forces the habits of
dedication and academic promptness. This
practice also shows Coach Coonrod‟s connection to the students, not only as a coach
but as a teacher.
Junior Rebecca Capra said that
Coach Coonrod‟s coaching style is “very

different; she uses life situations to help us focus
on our game.” Relating these life situations to the
sports that her students practice teaches them to
not only bring outer motivation into their playing,
but to bring hard work and dedication into their
everyday lives.
Senior Taylor Petrick said that Coach
Coonrod is “very patient; she really coaches, she
doesn‟t just stand there. She has a strong drive
for the game.”
“Pleasantly surprised” with her players,
Coach Coonrod said that “when they come together they can accomplish more than they ever
thought.” Her lessons of unity have taken effect
not only on the field, but in the hallways and
even outside of school. The players pull from
these lessons and form relationships, not only
with Coach Coonrod, but with each other.
Coach Coonrod and her team have
played through a 14-17-1 season, being 5-6 in
district. The ladies move through this season
with hard work and perseverance carrying their
dedication and unity with them along the way.
Senior Emily Mooney states that Coach Coonrod
has led the team to “a very productive season
and it‟s been a good one to end on [as a senior].”

Ms. Piggy’s Cotton Candy

WANTED

*Parties
*Snow Cones

*City Events
*Hot Dogs

*Rentals
*Jambalaya

*Schools/Churches (25% donations PTA/Churches)
*Frozen Beverage Machines

*Beans and Rice

*Natchitoches meat pies

Looking for a fun summer job?

20% off when you mention this ad!
Member of Argyle Chamber of Commerce

Look no further!
The City of Lewisville is hiring lifeguards for
the summer of 2009. Apply on-line today at:
www.cityoflewisville.com.

214-773-3765

Piggy3765@ gmail.com

100 Country Club Rd

Mon-Sat

Suite 114

9am to 8pm

Shops Of Argyle

Not a lifeguard yet? Not a problem.
Lifeguard classes are now forming. Check the
City of Lewisville website for all
available classes or call 972-219-3749 for
more information.

Don’t miss out on
this great opportunity!

LaPosh

940-464-2700

Salon, Boutique & Tan
Full Service Hair Salon
Tanning Beds
Professional Salon Products

$10 off any new tanning
memberships
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Memoirs of a Journalist
By Megan Kaase
This is difficult for me to write about my
reflections. I normally am not a very open
person. So here it goes…
It is shocking to think that in less than
a month high school will be over for many
of us, and we will be starting new adventures. We are going from knowing the
ropes and being at the top of the food
chain, to being fish out of water again. (I
had always wondered why freshman
were called fish… I just figured it out
about a month ago).
That brings me back to when I was a
Fish. Everything seemed so huge (and I
do not mean just size wise). Any problem
was a life or death situation back then.
I remember one time I got into a huge
fight with Kristen Gill (for those of you
who do not know me to well, she is my
best friend ever) over a boy of all things.
It was the stupidest thing I think either of
us has ever done.

We said sorry and made up within a
week I think it was, but at that time I
thought I would never get over it. It is
foolish how dramatic I was during the
situation. However, we have all been
there in times where we think our life is
over as we know it.
For some it is a break up with a boyfriend or girlfriend, for others it is a bad
grade in Calculus or English class. Now
we can look back and laugh at how silly
we all acted about it then.
I can think of several other times
throughout high school that I thought
nothing else could ever be more important: my freshman year homecoming,
cheer tryouts, my first relationships, and
of course prom. Now all of it looks trivial
compared to the next few things I have to
do in life: graduate and start college.

Future Paths
(Information from students who responded to survey)

Looking back on all the years I spent in
Argyle, I notice how just everyone in my
grade has grown up. At first we all had our
cliques and bickered with each other over
everything. However as we have matured,
we have learned to get along with each
other, and there is a kind of calm throughout the senior class.
I hope that the underclassmen will realize that all the cliques and fights will mean
nothing by senior year. There will still be
some splits in the groups, but they will all
come to understand that they only have a
few months with each other until they are
going to face their futures away from
Argyle. For some it is traveling the world,
for others its expanding their education,
but we came from the same place: Argyle.

Southwestern University

Oklahoma University

Nicole Hamontree

Thomas Quintana

Wyotech

Amber Hardy

Phillip Minton

Tarleton State University

Coast Guard Academy

Hunter Busbee

Mark Capra

Henderson State University

Mars Hill College

Kourtney Kellar

Taylor Scott

North Central Texas College

Savannah College

Devin Dourgarian

Catherine Darby

Kristie Bevis

Sam Houston State University

Jordan Hinton

Kaylee Brazeel

Megan Austin

Melody Schirato

Bailey O‟Brien

Rice University

Auriel Carbone

Adrianna Chrestopoulos

Shelby Jourdan

Stephen F. Austin
State University
Becca Brier
University of Texas at
San Antonio
Alyssa Scott
Baylor University
Lindsey Jenkins
LSU
Amy Beecher
Vanderbilt
Brady Brown
Notre Dame
T. J. Record
Trinity
Kristen Gill

Nancy Stanford
Texas State University

Oklahoma State University

Emily Hayward

Jay Williams

Columbia College in Chicago

Kyle Donnelly

Sarah Stroupe

Aaron Landrum

West Texas A&M

Joe Dunham

Tyler Haines

Stephanie Parks

Kris Rogers

Texas A&M-Commerce

University of Washington

Mariana Harrison

Megan Kaase

Furman University

Austin Community College

Chloe Pourzan

Baylor Morgan

Western New Mexico University

Midwestern State University

Chas Eads

Ashley Irby

Kyle Frizzell

Tarrant
College

County

Community

Cody Keen
Texas Christian University
Michael Wolfe
Devon Zielinski
Molly McMullen
Meredith Devine
Aaron Kline
Northeastern State University
Eddie Eckert

Military
Hunter Madison
Jack Ames
Western Kentucky University
Caden Dickerson
Blinn
Kayce Moeller
Emily Mooney
Jordan Jones
Courtney Williams
Zach Pearson

University of Texas

Texas Tech University

St. Edwards Universtiy

Mary Bowman

Sara Price

Beau Hannes

Alex McKellar

Brock Smith

Working

Liz Fenley

Dax Taylor

Brandon Carroll

Nicole Brammer

Texas A&M

Tim Greathouse

John Walker

Austin Hamm

Scotty Stuart

Riley Lynch

Andrea Beathard

Matt Remus

Tyler Kass

Matt Moore

Jacob Ferris

Kyle Olsen

Stephen Curry

Early Grad

Rachel Schermerhorn

Carson York

Emily Brocato

University of Texas in Tyler

Jessica Bonfield

Evan Milbauer

Ty McIlwain

Grant Bewers

Christa Conroy

Taylor Petrick

University of North
Texas

Amanda Sutton

University of Texas in Arlington
Jessica Lane
Liz Fryer
Elisa Tapia
University of Colorado at Boulder
Kaitlin Butler
Colorado State University
Ashleigh Byrne
Texas Woman’s University
Daniella Mesta

Wofford College

Abilene Christian University

Cole Brown

Kirsten Ketchersid
Andrew Morrison

Rebecca Sanders
Kyle White
Samantha Tutini
Rachel Hoyt
Ryan Bukaty
Kristin Haltom
Ben Carter
Josh Carlson
Kelsey Case
Michael Mead
Justin Tudor
Jake Bates
Chris Evans

Kaylee Sutton
Amanda Tipton
Norma Villanueva
College Undecided
David Caltrider
Josh Alexander
Jose Castro
Shyla Hill
Walter Phillips
Cody Olson
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Seniors leave the beaten path
By Jake Bates
As the senior class of 2009 walks across the stage to grab their
diploma they are stepping into a brand new world, their future.
Although many are headed to different colleges around the nation, there are a few individuals going to tech schools, the armed
forces, and even travel the world.
Phillip Minton

Phillip Minton will be headed off to a
tech school; he plans on attending Wyotech. He has set plans for his first 8-10
semesters of schooling for mechanics.
His goal is to attend Wyotech in Daytona, FL for the first 4 semesters to learn
the mechanics of motorcycle and marine
vehicles; then attend in Sacramento, CA
to learn large diesel cars and trucks.
―It‘s what I love to do and do best at‖ he
said. He decided to attend a tech school
rather than a university because he
―didn‘t want to go through high school
again.‖ After tech school, he plans on
working for someone for 2-5 years, and
then he plans on starting up his own
company.

Jack Ames

Alex McKellar

Jack Ames is one of the few
entering the armed forces; he
plans on joining the United
States Air Force. ―They pay for
everything, it‘s an awesome
experience, and you don‘t get
shot at‖, Ames said about joining
the force. On top of joining the
Air Force, he wants to travel the
world. ―I really want to go to
Australia‖, he said.

Alex McKellar hopes to experience culture outside the United
States, before going to college.
―I plan on spending a lot of time
in Finland, Ireland, Scotland,
England, Spain, and France‖, he
said. Although he is unsure of
his future career, after traveling
he plans on attending the University of Texas in Austin. ―It‘s a
good college and I like Austin‖,
Alex said. ―Traveling before
going to college is something
different, not many get the opportunity to do it, and it seems a
lot easier than traveling after
college.‖

The class of 2009 is going down many different paths, dividing them, and leaving
them to start a brand new life. However, they will never forget their years at Argyle
High School; the friendships they made, the teachers that drove them crazy, and the
heart of the whole community.

Memories: Seniors reflect on their time in Argyle
―Me and Meredith Devine rolling the swings
up everyday at recess and getting yelled at by
Mrs. Cotton.‖ -Molly McMullen
―Recess with Friends in elementary school.‖
- Grant Bewers
―I didn‘t go to Argyle during elementary
school, but I played basketball on the Argyle
team. Well, one game in my second grade
season I decided to show of my skills and
shoot this awesome basket all on my own…but
I ran to the wrong side and scored in the other
team‘s basket I ended my basketball career
after that game.‖
-Samantha Tutini
―In 4th grade horizon‘s class when Austin
Hamm stabbed himself with his pencil and was
screaming to go to the nurse because he
thought he had lead poisoning.‖
- Kirsten Ketchersid
―6th grade bringing a baby snake to school to
show my science teacher turned out the snake
was a copperhead.‖ - Kelsey Case
―Middle school tennis with Mr. Willis (7th
grade) we picked him all these beautiful flowers, and all he said was ‗it‘s illegal to pick
these.‘
- Mary Bowman

―Tornader Drill- 10th grade‖
- Caden Dickerson
―Being caught TP-ing by the cops with my
friends the night before my first cheer competition. - Junior year‖ - Chloe Pourzan
―When Phillip, Braden, and I went into
Kevin‘s house when he wasn‘t there and
messed with his computer and then he came
home and locked us in the closet with a hammer.‖ - Alex McKellar
―The band trip to Chicago to perform at Midwest, and getting stranded in the airport junior
year.‖ - Elisa Tapia
―Senior year- Studying for AP biology until
4:30 in the morning with Nicole and the Starbucks workers giving us free shots of espresso
because they felt sorry for us.‖
- Kristen Haltom
―This year in art photography me, Danni,
Heather, and Kaylee B. made a music video in
the dark room! It was a lot of fun and hilarious.‖
- Jordan Jones

Seniors Molly McMullen, Liz Fenley (above),
and Shyla Hill (below) work on their senior
scrapbook, an Argyle High School tradition.
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Senior Favorites

Most Attractive:
Kourtney Kellar and Stephen Curry

Best Personality:
Jordan Jones and Jake Bates

Favorite Seniors:
Mary Bowman and Andrew Morri-

Most Likely to be Famous:
Rachel Schermerhorn and Caden Dickerson

Class Clowns:
Tim Greathouse and Samantha Tutini

Most Likely to be President:
Thomas Quintana and Liz Fryer

Most Random:
Grant Bewers and Rebecca Sanders

Most Spirited:
Reyna Taylor and Cody Keen
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Budget Story continued from front page
policy in effect include Celina, Prosper,
and Birdville.
Last July, the school board
tabled discussion of open enrollment.
At the latest school board meeting on
April 20, the board again suspended a
vote on the policy. It is safe to assume
that there probably will not be a decision made on open enrollment any
time soon. The next meeting is on May
14, following the May 9 election.
Paul Lyles, chief financial
officer of the district, is supportive of
the policy. “I think what we need to do
is bring in more students to boost enrollment,” he says, “I‟d hate to see the
students‟ opportunities cut.”
The opportunities Lyles is
referring to are programs that the district is considering trimming for costs.
This includes the band‟s travel budget,

school-funded powerlifting, and combining boys‟ and girls‟ golf.
However, Superintendent Dr.
Telena Wright is trying to avoid cutting
student programs if possible. “We [the
district] are trying to keep the cuts as
far away from the classroom as possible,” she says. Most recently the district has been attempting to cut utility
bills. The altering of the thermostats so
they only read 72 to 74 degrees is a
result of this.
Other cuts being considered
involve freezing teacher and staff salaries and cutting longevity and step pay
raises, as well as filling vacant jobs
from within the district to avoid having
to hire anyone new. In addition, activity
fees may increase by $50, JV and middle school football tournaments could
be reduced, and students may have to

pay for their letter jackets.
Other revenue streams are
expected to open next year. The district has already approved charging for
reserved seating at football games,
and a decision on charging sports organizations outside of the district for
use of the field and gyms is pending.
The district is also expected to receive
$272,000 in stimulus money through
the Denton County Special Education
Co-op.
Besides the reserved seating
at football games, nothing that the district has considered to alleviate the
deficit has been finalized. However,
much more has to be done to relieve
the growing deficit.

P A G E 10

1. When she was a young girl, she had no idea
what she wanted to be; she just wanted to
change the world.

Did You Know?
Featuring

Ms. Sharon Romero

2. If she could have dinner with any 4 people,
dead or alive, she would choose Che
Guevara, a Latin American Revolutionary, John Locke, a 17th Century British
political philosopher, Margaret Sanger, a
progressive in the woman‘s movement,
and James Hetfield, the lead singer of
Metallica.
4. Her favorite book is the Ideological Origins
of the American Revolution by Bernard
Bailyn.
5. Her ideal vacation would be on a mountainside in New Mexico, where there are no
people.

7. Her favorite pastime is digging in the dirt,
reading, and discussing politics.

―The Spanish test was as graceful
as carving a swan ice sculpture
with a flamethrower.‖
-Rachel McGehee, 6th Period
―Go to Yahoo and Google it.‖
-Ms. Fenter, Journalism

3. Her favorite band is Metallica.

6. In high school, she was a cheerleader, a
gymnast, on the track team (she ran the
400 and 1 mile relay), in journalism, and
student council.

Eavesdropping

―Oh, there‘s popcorn. I thought I
smelled something like my feet.‖
-Austin Hamm, UIL Practice.
―That‘s so funny I almost fell off
my dinosaur.‖- Matt Price, French
―Adam, you have the face of an
angel.‖ - Jack Licata, English
―I think we should get together in
a few years and, uh, rob a bank.‖
-Coach Beene, Government

Last, Long
Days
of School

Newspaper Staff:
Jake Bates
Dominique Church
Cat Clark
David Johnson
Megan Kaase
Jacquelyn Kerner
Baylor Morgan
Dane Sauceda
Michael Wolfe

Alexa Ehlers choose her specimen to dissect.

Shelby Wilson and Sarah Kahn inspect their crawfish

Adviser:
Mrs. Fenter
Find this paper online at the
Argyle High School website and
The Argyle Sun’s website.

Connor Hughey enjoys a sandwich in the cafeteria.

Seniors wait to take the AP Physics exam, calculators in hand.

